Corrupt: 1920-1940
I. A city of contrasts
1.Stephen Nepa: Liquor was everywhere during Prohibition in Philadelphia; Philadelphians loved to
get around this______ any way they could.
2. Afraid of their city veering out of control, outraged citizens appeal to the __________________government
for help.
3. Kate Oxx: All of the people who studied the Parkway as the site for The World’s Fair agreed with
Wanamaker that this was the_______________________, that’s where it should happen.
4. James Tayoun: The Vare brothers made money. They spread some of that money out and got
what what they wanted. Their_________________came from giving ___________to people and
giving _________________to elected officials and feeding the populace.
5. The Vare brothers use their power to take over the Republican party ___________________, the
Organization, once dominated by ___________________.
6. What did the Organization provide to people?

7. This system allows the Vares to run anyone they want for______________ and they choose an
old friend, Freeland Kendrick, who___________easily.
II. The Great Migration
1. J McCarthy: You have tens of thousands of _______________black immigrants coming and
settling in the city and they’re bringing cultured, cultivated African American_____________and sort
of lowdown gutbucket _______________, and early forms of______________and ragtime.
2. Newly arrived in the big city, Lucy Spease seeks employment in the homes of white families, but she and her
children must make their _________________in a decrepit boarding______________.
3. T. Gill: What African Americans in Philadelphia did was take the disadvantages of their lack of
access to other ________________of the city and instead create a
___________________community in and around South Street.
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III. The Vare Machine
1. C. Hardy: You have gambling and prostitution and bootlegging and speakeasies that are running
wide__________, which kicks back to the magistrate, whick kicks back to the ________ committee.
2. Stephen Nepa: (Police Commander) Butler initiated something called the “______________
policy” where he would send out teams to start _____________several of the speakeasies and
distilleries at once.
3. T. Keels: (Mayor) Kendrick feels he has no choice but to ____________Butler.
4. T Keels: Kendrick moves the World’s Fair from the Parkway down to this mass of ____________
and ash heaps in _________________Philadelphia.
5. The Sesquicentennial is a failure because:

IV. The Great Depression & New Deal in Philadelphia
1. The 1929 stock market crash causes already weakened Philadelphia___________to fail, and bank failures
lead to the________________closing of factories.

2. The collapse (of Lucy Spease’s home) transfixes the city…….Immediately, it becomes a _________
of the incompetence of the Organization. Philadelphia’s working people start to band together along
_________________lines.
3. List accomplishments of New Deal programs in Philadelphia:
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The Standard of Living Among One Hundred Negro Migrant Families
in Philadelphia by Sadie Tanner Mossell, PhD
https://archive.org/details/stadardofliving00moss (or see below)
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Negro Migration of 1916, 1917, 1918.
A Detailed Statement of the Migration to Philadelphia During This
Period

Getting the Facts
1. How did World War I (the Great War) change the labor market
in the North?

2. What generalizations can be made about the type of work done
by the migrants?

3. How did Philadelphia’s existing black community help the
migrants?

4. How did white Philadelphians react to the influx of black Southern
migrants?
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5. How did the influx of the migrants impact the lives of “old
Philadelphians,” members of Philadelphia’s long-standing black
community?

6. According to Alexander, why were the migrants in part to blame
for the negative views that whites and “old Philadelphians” had of
them?
Analysis:
1. What is the significance of the race riot that occurred when a “colored
probation officer…a woman of refinement and training and a citizen of
old Philadelphia” purchased a house on previously all-white block?

2. Sadie Tanner Mossell was a member of the elite and well-established “old
Philadelphia” black community, yet she chose to write her dissertation
about the lives of the migrants. Based on what you’ve read in the
Introduction, how do you think she feels about the steep increase in
Philadelphia’s black population?
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